
Letter to the Romans 
Study 21: A New Unity Among the Church

Read Romans 14:1-15:13

As we’ve moved out of the apostle’s exposition (1-11) and into his exhortations 
(12-16), we must come to understand and embrace the fact that true Christianity is not 
simply a set of beliefs about God; it is a transformative response to the revelation of 
God and His gospel. Christianity is not simply theology explained and accepted; true 
Christianity is theology embraced and applied. 

After discussing our new relationship to God, the church and the world, the apostle 
now moves into discussing the unity that ought to take place among Christians 
regardless of disagreements concerning particular doctrine and practice. Paul 
describes the manner in which those who are stronger in the faith and those who are 
weaker in the faith ought to walk in love and respect for one another.

Now before we begin, we must first gain a contextual understanding of this portion of 
Paul’s letter in order to properly apply this passage to our current circumstances and 
culture. It must first be understood that the ‘weak’ mentioned here in this passage are 
not weak as it pertains to self-control or their sincerity of faith. Rather, they possess a 
weakness of assurance or an indecisiveness that their faith in Christ permits them to 
do certain things. Most likely, the ‘weak’ here in this passage are for the most part 
Jewish Christians who are struggling to separate from their conscience commitment to 
certain Jewish regulations regarding diets and observance of certain days. There is an 
apparent indecisiveness on certain ‘disputable matters’. For example, there was 
definitely some indecisiveness from the Jewish Christians regarding the freedom to no 
longer follow a kosher diet. This was leading some to abstain from meat altogether 
and become vegetarians. So this lead Roman Christians to the obvious question, 
“Should a Christian observe a kosher diet or not?” In following similar guidelines put in 
place by the original Jerusalem Council (Acts 15:1-29), the apostle Paul here addresses 
the proper way to resolve these non-essential matters of dispute. 
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With that in mind, we can insert any number of non-essential disputable matters that 
we deal with today in order to gain personal application from this passage’s context. 
Some ‘disputable matters’ we deal with today:

❖ The mode of baptism
❖ The necessity of church confirmation
❖ The issues around cosmetics, jewelry and proper dress 
❖ The permission or prohibition of alcohol
❖ The issue of what spiritual gifts are available and most important
❖ The ordering of events in eschatology
❖ The nature of heaven and the nature of hell 

In addressing unity among the church, the apostle begins with a fundamental 
principle of acceptance and then draws some deductions from this principle. 

Accept the one whose faith is weak, without quarreling over disputable matters. (v. 14:1)

Now we must avoid the fatal error of misinterpreting Paul here in regards to this 
principle. The ‘disputable matters’ mentioned here must be properly discerned and 
defined as those non-essential doctrines and practices of the Christian faith. There are 
certainly absolute truths and doctrines concerning the Christian faith that must be 
fought for and never compromised. However, Paul is here describing those whom are 
strong in the essential doctrines of our faith (justification, sanctification, glorification, 
etc.) but just happen to be experiencing a weakness of assurance when it comes to the 
non-essentials. They may be practicing some particular religious observance that they 
don’t have to practice, however they are doing so out of a pure motivation and desire 
to live for Christ and not for themselves.

Therefore, Paul first orders the strong in faith to not despise or condemn the weak (v. 
14:2-13). The apostle uses an example from the Jewish dietary debate to show how the 
strong and weak ought (or ought not) to view one another. He basically says that 
those who eat whatever they want (strong) must not look down on those who observe 
certain food regulations (weak); and those who observe certain food regulations 
(weak) must not condemn those who eat whatever they want (strong). 
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Why should such tolerance be exercised? Because both are doing what they do 
(regulatory diet or no diet) in a sincere effort to honor God. If both are ‘fully 
convinced’ that they are doing what God wants them to do then they are acting 
(eating or not eating) out of sincere faith.

This leads the apostle to urge the strong in faith to use their strength in service to the 
weak (v. 14:13-23) The strong are faced with the dilemma of some things being 
permissible and impermissible at the same time. While I may be convinced that 
certain things are permissible for Christians; other Christian brothers may be equally 
convinced that these things are not. 

So what is my responsibility as the stronger in faith regarding such a disagreement? 
Although my position may be the correct position, I’m not permitted to run cavalier 
all over my weaker brother. The great paradox for the strong in faith is that lawful 
things can be done unlawfully. We are not to frustrate the faith of our weaker 
Christian brothers by exercising our freedom in their face. We’ve been called to defer 
to the weaker brother’s conviction regardless of whether they are mistaken or not. 

Suppose I am ‘fully convinced’ that the Christian is free to have a drink of alcohol 
from time to time, but you’re ‘fully convinced’ that a Christian is to absolutely abstain 
from alcohol. If I invited you over to my house, I would not offer you a drink nor 
would I have a drink myself in your presence. If you invited me over to your house, I 
would not bring alcohol, and I would not expect you to have any. 

Paul says that when we cause distress for our Christian brothers regarding these 
'disputable matters’ then we are no longer acting in love. True love limits our own 
freedoms out of respect for others. 

When we argue with our weaker brothers over their position on non-essential matters 
of the faith, then ironically we become the ones taking these non-essential matters too 
seriously. It’s a complete loss of proper Christian perspective.

Paul says we are to ‘make every effort’ to do whatever we can to promote peace, 
harmony and unity among the Christian community. It’s best to hold our positions on 
‘disputable matters’ with great humility and in privacy between ourselves and God 
rather than putting them on public display in pursuit of an argument or debate.
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This call to regain the proper Christian perspective leads Paul to order the strong to 
follow Christ’s example of self-denial (v. 15:1-4). In light of how much Christ denied 
Himself for the sake of sinful man, can we not deny ourselves some of our freedoms 
for the sake of respecting and honoring our brothers in Christ (see Philippians 2:1-11)?

The Christian life is a life primarily about Christ; not Christian privileges. The more 
we focus on Christ and agree with Christ and agree about Christ then the more we will 
agree with one another. Christ-centered conversations are conducive to Christian 
unity. After all, we must accept one another just as Christ has accepted us and has 
planned from the very beginning for a future day in which strong and weak will 
worship together in perfect harmony with one another for the glory of God.  

In studying these passages, it’s easy to feel a disconnect regarding these ‘disputable 
matters’ that seem so irrelevant to us today. However, throughout this entire portion 
of Scripture there are two very important principles that we must come to understand:

1. Everything must be done ‘from faith’ (v. 14:5, 23). We must grow in our 
understanding of God’s Word in order to grow in our faith which causes us to 
grow in our convictions leading us to grow in our Christian assurance and 
freedom. We must grow to know what is true and what we ought to do. 

2. Everything must be done in love (v. 14:15). Permissible things are practiced in an 
impermissible manner when they are not practiced in love. We need to remember 
that our fellow Christians are our brothers and sisters in the family of God having 
the same Father and the same Elder Brother. Proper brotherly behavior is to serve, 
honor and respect all members of God’s family in spite of our disagreements.

Therefore, these principles reveal to us today that the proper combination of faith and 
love must be carefully and cautiously discerned and practiced regarding the essentials 
and non-essentials of Christian doctrine and practice. 

“In fundamentals, then, faith is primary, and we may not appeal to love as an excuse to deny 
essential faith. In non-fundamentals, however, love is primary, and we may not appeal to zeal 
for the faith as an excuse for failures in love. Faith instructs our own conscience; love respects 

the conscience of others. Faith gives liberty; love limits its exercise.”1

    John Stott, The Message of Romans, (InterVarsity Press: 1994), 375.1
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Questions for Discussion:

1. How do we properly discern what matters of the Christian faith are essential 
versus which ones are non-essential? What are the essential doctrines and 
practices of the Christian faith?

2. How do you typically view Christians who hold to certain practices or 
regulations that differ from your convictions? Do you ever feel as if your ‘brand’ 
of Christianity is better than others? How can you begin to ‘make every effort to 
do what leads to peace and mutual edification’? 

3. What are some issues that divide Christians today? How would Paul’s principles 
here in this portion of Scripture apply to these issues? 


